
Focus on your core business and leave all your import challenges to Import4U

As an expert in the trade and logistics industry, especially our proficiency in 
permits declaration, we have built a solid knowledge of Singapore’s import 
regulations over the years. With Import4U, a professional Importer of Record 
(IOR) service, which includes end-to-end logistics management, importing 
into Singapore is no longer a daunting experience.

We handle all the import requirements, such as licence applications, permit 
declarations, GST and duties payments, and provide customised services, so 
you spend less time and effort managing your imports and, most 
importantly, stay compliant throughout the importing process.

Enjoy a high-quality service standard, with a single dedicated point of 
contact, handling every aspect of the delivery of your import goods until it 
reaches its final destination.

Expand your business to 
Singapore with confidence



About Import4U

Import4U is a product of GUUD Singapore, part of the GUUD Group of companies.

GUUD Singapore specialises in trade and logistics-related solutions and is a trusted 
business partner who understands the challenges you face in ensuring cross-border 
regulatory compliance.

With our expertise in IOR and strong partnerships within logistics industry, we are 
competent to take care of all your trade and compliance needs.

We are a trusted IOR partner in Singapore
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For a smooth and hassle-free importing 
experience into Singapore, connect with us today.

Equipped with the knowledge and experience of an IOR, including 
the capabilities to handle your logistics needs within Singapore and beyond!

What we do

www.
guud.
company
Find us on Facebook @guudco 
and on LinkedIn @guudcompany. 

Value-added services
We partner with an array of specially curated logistics-related service providers 
to offer you quality complementary services to enhance your experience.

Efficient last-mile 
delivery

-  On-demand ad-hoc service
-  Chartered truck
-  10ft, 14ft, 24ft trucks, panel vans

Wide courier/freight 
forwarding network

Ship into Singapore or any parts of 
the world with your preferred delivery 
service

Flexible warehousing /
storage facilities

-  Short and long term
-  Bonded and non-bonded
-  Inventory management

Scan here to find out more about GUUD Singapore

Contact us at import4U@guud.company

and visit us at www.import4u.sg


